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Summary
Vix is pleased to announce the release of Version 6.3.0.

Highlight of Version 6.3.0

SAM SMS Batch Sending

More

New Features
Improvements
Fixes

Highlights of this release

New Features, Improvements and Fixes

New Features
1. Workforce Report AFT104 Forecast Changes has been created to show changes to Forecast records within a 90 day period.

2. Workforce Reporting has been updated to allow individual criteria to be applied as either include or exclude. This allows the selected list (e.g.
camps) to be excluded while all other items will be included in the criteria.

3. Workforce Report AFT103 Camp Manday Forecasting has been created to show the number of confirmed and forecasted bookings in a date
range.

Improvements
1. Workforce Report SRF283 SMS Messages and Replies has been updated to improve performance.

2. Workforce Report SRF175 Roster to Excel has been updated to remove the maximum row limit of 20,000. [#25101]

3. Editing Transports by Schedule has been updated to validate any impact to multi-sectors a transport is included in. The Multi-sector creation
page has also been updated to improve the performance when searching.

4. Workforce Report SRF255 Automated Booking Status has been updated to allow return journeys to be included when selecting specific
locations in the criteria. [#25078]

5. Locker Allocation searches have been updated to allow searching on Locker Type.

6. Workforce Report SRF324 Rooms Not Cleaned in Last X Days has been updated to include the room type.

7. Workflow has been updated to allow requestors to only require selection of a Camp when creating a new SAM profile. The Final Approver is then
able to select the correct Room Type for the profile before creating the profile in SAM. This functionality is controlled by the System Level
parameter in Workflow HideRoomType_Room_InDocuments. Please note this parameter applies to all document types.

8. Workforce Report SRF315 Cleaning Forecast vs Actual has been updated to allow output fields to be specified as part of the raw data.
[#24313]

SAM SMS Batch Sending
Sending SMS messages through SAM has been updated to batch the messages. This includes a new User Interface for
viewing the status of messages. The search criteria is unchanged and continues to allow searching by Manifest, Onsite, or
All Active Profiles. The menu has been renamed from Send SMS to SMS Management.
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9. SAM has been updated to allow default values to be specified for the following look up data types:

Departments
Cost Codes
Employers
Positions
Rosters
People Type
Flight groups
When a default has been setup for the data type, it will be pre-selected for new profiles being created in SAM and Workflow.

[#24073]

10. The SAM Users page has been updated to include the Role and Menu Set in the results for easy visibility of the users setup. [#24652]

11. Transport Creation in SAM has been simplified into a single menu - Admin | Transport | Transport Types Active. Adding transports has been
segregated into Add Special and Add Scheduled.

Add Scheduled replaces the old Transport Weekdays menu. In addition, the Transport Description has been defaulted to "{ETD} {FROM} {ETA}
{TO}" which will automatically update should the times of the transport be updated in the future.

12. Workforce Report AFT102 Camp Utilisation and Constraint Analysis has been updated to make the Total Bookings stand out more.

13. Updates to SRF299 Returning Personnel to include the Previous Bookings Position. [#24895]

14. Output fields in Workforce Reporting have been updated to indicate where they are from Profiles or Bookings. [#24823]

15. Locker Management in SAM has been updated to allow for bulk return of keys. [#23567]

Fixes
1. Fixed an issue where running the SAM Itinerary by Person report would fail when selecting multiple people. [#25282] [#25278]

2. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF133 Non-Site Travel where an error could occur because of a missing field. [#25055]

3. Fixed an issue where the Accommodation Arrivals page would not show the cleaning status (from Advanced Cleaning) if the person had already
checked in.

4. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF287 Resource Transport Audit where the event date was shown in American date format.

5. Fixed an issue where splitting a Folio document would not correctly update the shift status on the original request. [#25248]

6. Fixed an issue where the Multiple Remove page was unable to remove a single EXT transport.

7. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report AFT102 Camp Utilisation and Constraint Analysis where Room Locks with the same name would be
shown together even if they were different.

8. Fixed an issue where Special Charters could have schedules over multiple dates added if they were part of a multi-sector.

9. Fixed an issue where the Folio could incorrectly update confirmed bookings in SAM when only the Department, Employer, or Cost Code were
being updated due to another booking which was being changed. [#25180]

10. Fixed an issue with the Room Optimiser where the Shuffle function was not correctly assigning room owners to their Future Room Ownership
when enabled. For more details on Future Room Ownership please contact the Vix Resources Helpdesk. [#25179]

11. Fixed an issue where the Finalise Completion page was able to complete a profile who had future bookings without a warning.

12. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF164 Room Availability would error when selecting a room type to report on.

13. Fixed an issue where rosters could be booked onto the incorrect flight when using Transport Clusters and Rankings. [#24976]

14. Fixed an issue with Workforce Report SRF285 Departure Sign Out Sheet where the Next Arrival Date was showing the Next Departure Date.
[#25131]

15. Fixed an issue where it was not possible to remove a single EXT transport if it was part of a multi-sector.

16. Fixed an issue in Folio where the Cost Code would display the previously assigned value if the booking was being reschedule after the Cost Code
was permanently updated in SAM. [#24989]

17. Fixed an issue where creating a profile in Workflow with a non-unique email address would not show the error message to the user. This
validation is only present when the SAM Parameter EmailAddressProfileUnique is set to Y. [#25032]

18. Fixed an issue with Scheduled SMS messages where a new line would cause the message to be truncated. [#25016]

19. Fixed an issue where a Departure Clean may not be cancelled if Advanced Cleaning is in use and a booking is extending which would require the
clean to become an On Site clean.

20. Fixed an issue where the starting a roster from an Alternative Start would alert the user there was going to be overbooked flights when the flight
would not be used based on alternate start. [#24810]
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21. Fixed an issue where Transport were being validated as Commercially Managed even though the parameter
EnableCommerciallyManagedTransport was set to N.

22. Fixed an issue with Reschedule a Day Trip requiring an overnight stay where the Clean Status did not indicate the Room Readiness of the selected
room. [#25153]

23. Fixed an issue with SAM | People | Reactivate where the menu requires a secondary click to select other options.

24. Fixed an issue where Workforce Report SRF325 Accommodation Pending Workflow Requests where not all Folio documents were being
captured. [#24814]

25. Fixed an issue where Cleaning Forecasts would not include all potential cleans when there were actual cleans reallocated to the forecast date.
[#22994]
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